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Thank you to Governor Sununu for setting up this Commission and to members of the
Commission for their participation.

I have attached the documents linked throughout this Testimony in case any of the documents
are taken down from their respective websites.

I am writing to recommend the Commission study the issue of decriminalizing all drugs in
New Hampshire and establishing a safe supply source for users of drugs in New Hampshire to
combat the issue of impure or fraudulent drug sales in the state (e.g. secretly lacing or
substituting heroin with Fentanyl). Currently New Hampshire law still criminalizes possession
of certain drugs, and the supply side of the market remains under the control of dubious black
market criminal sources.

New Hampshire's policy of criminalizing certain drugs puts NH law enforcement in
opposition to public opinion and drug policy best practices, an unfair and unenviable position
for law enforcement to be in and one that puts unnecessary strain on the relationship between
law enforcement and the general public.

On July 10, 2020 the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP) published a report that
concluded by supporting the decriminalization of simple possession of all drugs:

We agree that evidence suggests, and numerous Canadian health leaders support,
decriminalization for simple possession as an effective way to reduce the public
health and public safety harms associated with substance use...

Merely arresting individuals for simple possession of illicit drugs has proven to be
ineffective. Research from other countries who have boldly chosen to take a
health rather than an enforcement-based approach to problematic drug use have
demonstrated positive results.

https://www.cacp.ca/index.html?asst_id=2189

New Hampshire residents have also expressed support for decriminalizing all drugs, with a
majority of poll respondents supporting drug decriminalization and treating drug abuse as a
health issue rather than a criminal issue.

https://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/NHResults_012616.pdf

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.cacp.ca/index.html?asst_id=2189__;!!Oai6dtTQULp8Sw!GWLIgPTLdTnxqQJet2dGoWmHGxpXhbS_QdmpcCL7dKdbUZnkT4jhwctAn_K2URBt$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.drugpolicy.org/sites/default/files/NHResults_012616.pdf__;!!Oai6dtTQULp8Sw!GWLIgPTLdTnxqQJet2dGoWmHGxpXhbS_QdmpcCL7dKdbUZnkT4jhwctAn7sVZz90$
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We the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police (CACP): 
➢ recognize substance use disorder as a public health issue. 


➢ have a leadership role in protecting community safety, which contributes to the prosperity 


and wellness of our communities.  As key stakeholders in our communities, the CACP and its 


members across Canada are well positioned to influence the evolution of public policy.  


➢ agree that evidence suggests, and numerous Canadian health leaders support, 


decriminalization for simple possession as an effective way to reduce the public health and 


public safety harms associated with substance use. 


➢ agree that evidence from around the world suggests our current criminal justice system 


approach to substance use could be enhanced using health care diversion approaches 


proven to be effective.  


➢ endorse alternatives to criminal sanctions for simple possession of illicit drugs, requiring 


integrated partnerships and access to diversion measures. 


➢ agree that increased community capacity and resources are necessary to support the 


availability and integration of health, social programs and enforcement required for 


effective diversion. 


➢ agree that police services remain committed to combatting organized crime and disrupting 


the supply of harmful substances coming into our communities by targeting drug trafficking 


and illegal production and importation. 


➢ agree that diversion provides new opportunities to make positive impacts in communities. 


These impacts may include reducing recidivism, reducing ancillary crimes and improving 


health and safety outcomes for individuals who use drugs. 
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This paper highlights the research conducted by the CACP’s Special Purpose Committee on the 


Decriminalization of Illicit Drugs, which was supported by the 2019 Global Studies Program. The content of 


this report was endorsed by the CACP Board of Directors in August 2019 and subsequently reviewed and 


approved by provincial associations of chiefs of police during a consultation process undertaken between 


September 2019 and March 2020.  


The complexities and elements understood within the dialogue surrounding the decriminalization for 


simple possession of illicit drugs are explored.  The purpose of the research was to create a shared 


understanding of common elements within the decriminalization dialogue, identify common elements 


being introduced within Canada and their intended and unintended impacts on public safety and policing. 


The following elements were analyzed to identify both risks and benefits to individuals with problematic 


substance use, traffickers, organized crime groups, police services (e.g. investigations, discretion and 


required partnerships) and public safety: 


• Supervised Consumption Sites 


• Decriminalization of Simple Possession of Illicit Drugs 


• Safe Supply 


• Diversion Programs  


 


Lastly, a summary of a legal review which was conducted, along with a summary of the Global Studies 


Program, is included.  


 


Executive Summary  


The compelling case for transformative change in Canada has been made by public health officials regarding 


how we respond to people experiencing a substance use disorder. The current Canadian context is marked 


by the opioid crisis, with deaths due to opioid overdose reaching unprecedented levels. Between January 


2016 and December 2019, more than 15,000 Canadians died as a result of an opioid-related overdose. 


In 2019, between January and December, 3,823 deaths occurred, of which 94% were accidental 


(unintentional).1 


Currently, people who experience substance use disorder face repercussions including criminal records, 


stigma, risk of overdose and the transmission of blood-borne diseases.  The aim is to decrease these harms 


by removing mandatory criminal sanctions, often replacing them with responses that promote access to 


harm reduction and treatment services.  


  


 
1 Special Advisory Committee on the Epidemic of Opioid Overdoses. Opioid-related Harms in Canada. Ottawa: 
Public Health Agency of Canada; June 2020. https://health-infobase.canada.ca/substance-related-harms/opioids  
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As the opioid crisis continues across Canada, it is anticipated more Chiefs of Police will be asked for 


comment on the crisis and their position regarding decriminalization of illicit drugs. This topic has the 


potential to be a polarizing issue between enforcement and health sectors. Decriminalization is also 


expanding as a potential solution to the use of other drugs within the Canadian illicit drug market including 


methamphetamine. In June 2019, the House of Commons Standing Committee examining the impact of 


methamphetamine within Canadian communities recommended the Government of Canada work with all 


levels of government and law enforcement agencies to decriminalize the simple possession of small 


quantities of illicit substances.2 


An understanding of decriminalization starts by recognizing that it is not a single approach, but a spectrum 


of principles, policies and practices that can be implemented in various ways.3  The dialogue focused on 


decriminalization encompasses a range of policies and practices that can be tailored and combined to 


respond to particular contexts and to address specific objectives. Some of these practices already exist 


within Canada, including Supervised Consumption Sites, the Good Samaritan Drug Overdose Act and 


localized diversion programs. 


The CACP has endorsed the four-pillar approach to the opioid crisis, which includes treatment, harm 


reduction, enforcement and prevention. The CACP continues to support new harm reduction strategies 


such as the Good Samaritan and Drug Overdose Act.   


While research on decriminalization exists elsewhere, it has primarily been conducted through a public 


health lens rather than public safety. The potential impacts of decriminalizing all drugs on policing in Canada 


is unknown.  There are no precedents to provide an appropriate frame of reference that would allow 


relevant inferences to be drawn based on outcomes elsewhere.  However, international experiences 


provide valuable knowledge to be learned from.  


Key Concepts   


The regulation of controlled substances can take formal or informal approaches. It occurs across a 


continuum of categories from criminalization to decriminalization to legalization.  


Approaches  


• De facto approaches are implemented according to non-legislative or informal guidelines.  


• De jure approaches are reflected in formal policy and legislation.  


  


 
2 House of Commons, Impacts of Methamphetamine Abuse in Canada (June 2019) 


https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/HESA/report-26/ 


3 Canadian Centre on Substance Use & Addiction, Decriminalization: Options and Evidence [Policy Brief] 
https://www.ccsa.ca/decriminalization-options-and-evidence-policy-brief  
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Categories 


• Criminalization: Production, distribution and possession of a controlled substance are subject to 


criminal sanctions, with conviction resulting in a criminal record. 


• Decriminalization: Non-criminal responses, such as fines and warnings, are available for designated 


activities, such as possession of small quantities of a controlled substance.  


• Legalization: Criminal sanctions are removed. Regulatory controls can still apply, as with alcohol and 


tobacco.  


The Regulatory Continuum 


 


De jure criminalization remains the most common approach to regulating controlled substances. However, 


implementation of both de facto and de jure decriminalization is increasing. 


It is important to note, decriminalization is not the same as legalization.  In a decriminalized regime, drug 


possession remains illegal, but the nature of the penalty for possessing a small or predetermined amount 


of drugs (for personal consumption) is either reduced/changed from a criminal conviction to a fine or other 


type of sanction.  In all countries where one or more drugs have been decriminalized or legalized, 


production is either controlled or is illegal, and trafficking remains a criminal offence.4 


From preliminary discussions with Canadian police services, members of the Canadian Association Chiefs 


of Police Drug Advisory Committee, found there is very little consistency in the de facto practices related 


to decriminalization of possession.  Some state they have not laid possession only charges for a number of 


years, while others continue to do so. Characteristics of the communities they police and the status of the 


opioid crisis often determine common practices. This is coupled with inconsistent, and often lacking, 


alternative support programs, such as treatment and diversion programs and partnerships.  


  


 
4 OPP Briefing Note: Perspectives on Decriminalization, pg. 7 
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The overdose crisis is complex and neither medicalizing nor criminalizing drug use will be enough to resolve 


the present crisis, though appropriate enforcement and evidence-based treatment services are necessary 


components of the solution. The following elements of decriminalization, do not exist in isolation of each 


other, rather are complementary and offer a range of opportunities and risks.  


1. Supervised Consumption Sites  
Supervised Consumption Sites (SCS) is a commonly used harm reduction approach used in Canada. CSC’s 


provide locations where people can use drugs in a clean environment under the supervision of health 


professionals trained to provide emergency intervention. Attendees at legally sanctioned sites are not 


prosecuted for possessing or using a controlled substance within, and often in the immediate vicinity, of 


the facility. This exemption can be either de facto, de jure or a combination of the two.  


For example, the exemption under Section 56 of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act is a de jure policy 


used to exempt SCS staff who may have small amounts of controlled substances under their control as part 


of operations. De facto practice applies through agreements with local police not to arrest those attending 


the site, unless there are aggravating circumstances such as violent behaviour.5  


There are 49 supervised consumption sites operating across Canada (up from 29 in March 2019).  Multiple 


sites exist in Alberta (Calgary, Edmonton, Grand Prairie, Lethbridge); British Columbia (Kamloops, Kelowna, 


Surrey, Vancouver, Victoria); Ontario (Guelph, Hamilton, Kingston, Kitchener, London, Ottawa, St. 


Catharines, Thunder Bay, Toronto); Saskatchewan (Saskatoon) and Quebec (Montreal).  Another 14 


location applications are under review by Health Canada.6 


There is a large body of evidence illustrating the efficacy of SCS in achieving a number of health and social 


objectives, especially when clients are offered access to integrated health and social services, including 


primary care, treatment and housing.7  Results associated with SCS may include:  


• Decreased fatal overdoses; 


• Increased contact with health and social services, including substance use treatment services, among 


marginalized clientele;  


• Decreased drug-related litter;  


• Decreased high-risk injection practice (e.g. re-using or sharing injection equipment); and  


• Decreased injections in public.8  


 


  


 
5 Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction, Decriminalization: Options and Evidence (June 2018) 
http://www.ccsa.ca/Resource%20Library/CCSA-Decriminalization-Controlled-Substances-Policy-Brief-2018-en.pdf  
6Health Canada. https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/substance-use/supervised-consumption-
sites/status-application.html (June 18, 2020) 
7 Gaddis, A., Kennedy, M. C., Nosova, E., Milloy, M. J., Hayashi, K., Wood, E., & Kerr, T. (2017). Use of on-site 
detoxification services co-located with a supervised injection facility. Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment, 82, 1–
6. 
8 The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction published Drug Consumption Rooms: An Overview 
of Provision and Evidence in 2017. 
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There is a risk of neighbourhood degradation in areas containing, or close to, SCS. This, in turn, could cause 


social challenges that could have an impact on policing in the area. Although some research indicates that 


studies have not found any association of SCS with increased criminal activity or with increased initiation 


or frequency of drug use9, recent reporting regarding downtown Toronto suggests that in the area around 


Dundas, Jarvis and Sherbourne Streets, which houses the former Moss Park SIS and which is close to other 


SIS facilities, has seen an increase in the number of people using drugs or traffickers frequenting the area, 


and erratic or threatening public behavior by some of these individuals or clients of the SCS.  It has also 


reportedly seen an increase in publicly discarded drug-related paraphernalia and litter, as well as decreased 


clientele for local businesses. Neighbourhood residents are cited as feeling fearful and expressing criticism 


towards the police for failing to act to prevent the social disorder and neighbourhood degradation 


perceived by local residents and business people as stemming from the presence of the SCS.10 


SCS, as one element under a decriminalization, could see police facing increased criticism and an erosion 


of public confidence. Police may also face increased animosity, or decreased tolerance, at the scene of 


drug-related incidents, raising the possibility of a risk to officer safety. The degree and scope of any 


potential negativity largely depends on the degree of tolerance in a given population for drug use, and the 


degree to which decriminalization is accepted or rejected, and the local impact of drug use in terms of 


overdoses and overdose deaths. This could be quite different from community to community, or, in a large 


urban setting, from neighbourhood to neighbourhood. These factors will also influence any potential 


changes in the number of calls for police services in a given location.11 


2. Decriminalization for Simple Possession of Illicit Drugs 
Simple possession of illicit drugs for personal use is subject to police discretion; for example, the Vancouver 


Police Department policy on drugs prioritizes the context of drug use rather than the possession of drugs, 


and supports charges only if the behaviour and circumstances of the person using drugs is harmful to that 


person, to others, or to property.12 While law enforcement across Canada exercise their discretion when 


considering possession charges, such as the presence of harmful behaviour or the availability of treatment 


services, the application of the law is inconsistent across communities. 


 
9 Canadian Centre on Substance Use and Addiction, Decriminalization: Options and Evidence (June 2018) 
http://www.ccsa.ca/Resource%20Library/CCSA-Decriminalization-Controlled-Substances-Policy-Brief-2018-en.pdf 
10 Sue-Ann Levy, Lawlessness follows druggies into downtown neighbourhoods, Toronto Sun, (2018). 


https://torontosun.com/news/local-news/levy-crime-and-lawlessness-follow-druggies-into-
downtownneighbourhoods> [Accessed 1 August, 2018]. 
11 Ontario Provincial Police. Decriminalization and the Potential Impact on Policing in Canada (October 2018), p. 18. 
12 Tristin Hopper, What Would It Look Like If Canada Decriminalized All the Drugs?, (2018). 
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/what-would-it-look-like-if-canada-decriminalized-all-the-drugs  


Health Canada is the lead of the approval and monitoring of supervised injection/consumption sites. 
We recognize harm reduction strategies can potentially save lives until individuals are able to access 
treatment.  It is important for policing organizations to be engaged in discussions with health services 
on the successful integration of future supervised consumption sites within our communities. 
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Under a decriminalization regime, criminal penalties are still applicable to illegal drug manufacturers, 


dealers, and traffickers. Decriminalization does not lead to the dismantlement of drug enforcement efforts. 


The illicit drug market would continue to exist. Police will still be required to enforce drug legislation by 


disrupting the illicit supply. 


Budget 


For example, police in countries that have decriminalized drugs must still enforce existing drug legislation, 


playing a key role in diverting people with substance use disorder to treatment and other social support 


services. While much of this would likely fall to frontline officers, drug enforcement units would continue 


to conduct major investigations against drug traffickers and drug trafficking organizations. Such 


investigations are usually complex and lengthy, requiring personnel and financial resources. In a 


decriminalized regime, trafficking investigations may become more challenging, as traffickers will likely 


carry smaller amounts of drugs, complicating the efforts of police to distinguish them from the individuals 


using the drugs.  


A decriminalization or diversion model will not provide any opportunity for police agencies to reduce their 


operating budgets or staffing. Some have suggested that decriminalization would free up police officer time 


and budgets could be reallocated to other priorities; however, police agencies must continue to resource 


drug enforcement units dedicated to disrupting the illicit drug markets.  Enforcement efforts must to be 


directed on those individuals and organized crime groups that produce, import or distribute illicit drugs 


into our communities.  Furthermore, frontline officers would continue to be the first point of contact for 


any diversion model.  Therefore, time previously used to process criminal charges and attending court will 


now be utilized to assist persons with problems substance use into pathways of care.     


The legal framework for illegal substance use falls under the federal Controlled Drugs and Substances Act 


(CDSA).  The British Columbia’s Public Health Officer released a paper in April 2019 detailing how the 


province could decriminalize possession. The first option is to use provincial legislation (specifically, the 


Police Act) that allows the Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General to set broad provincial priorities 


with respect to people who use drugs. This could include 


declaring a public health and harm reduction approach as a 


provincial priority to guide law enforcement in 


decriminalizing and destigmatizing people who use drugs. 


This type of approach would provide pathways for police to 


link people to health and social services and would support 


the use of administrative penalties rather than criminal 


charges for simple possession. The second option is to 


develop a new regulation under the Police Act to include a 


provision that prevents any member of a police force in BC 


from expending resources on the enforcement of simple 


possession offences under Section 4(1) of the CDSA. 


  


• CACP recognizes substance use as a 


public health issue. 


• Evidence suggests, and numerous 


Canadian health leaders support, 


decriminalization for simple possession as 


an effective way to reduce the public 


health and public safety harms associated 


with substance use. 


• Evidence from around the world suggests 


our current criminal justice system 


approach to substance use could be 


enhanced using health care diversion 


approaches proven to be effective.  
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Some evidence has shown that this drug policy model, coupled with other interventions (e.g. harm 


reduction, prevention, enforcement, and treatment strategies) has led to an increase in treatment uptake, 


a reduction in drug-related deaths, and importantly, no increase in drug use rates. Even if the decision is 


made to decriminalize simple possession, the following challenges exist: (a) the threshold amount of 


substance that can be possessed for personal use; (b) assessment of appropriate penalties; and (c) how to 


offer and link people to treatment and other societal supports. 


3. Safe Supply 
Illegal street drugs have always been subject to additives and contaminants due to their unregulated 


nature. However, with the introduction of fentanyl now being detected in more and more drugs, it is making 


traditional street supply deadly from the risk of a potential overdose. 


Substance use occurs on a spectrum, from beneficial (e.g. social activity, cultural practices) to non-


problematic (e.g. recreational or occasional use), to problematic (where negative impacts begin to occur 


because of use), to chronic dependence and addiction (where use is compulsive and continues to occur 


despite considerable negative impacts). However, due to the toxicity of the illegal drug supply, there is 


considerable risk of overdose and overdose death related to illegal drug use in any capacity, including use 


that is otherwise beneficial or non-problematic. 


To reduce harms and deaths, a number of key stakeholders have been calling for safe supply - a secure, 


and predictable supply of pharmaceutical-grade opioids for people who use drugs. At the Opioid 


Symposium in Toronto (Sept 5/6, 2018), the Federal Government made a commitment to explore options 


for safer alternatives to the contaminated drug supply. With opioid deaths taking place due to the 


contamination and unknown potency of street drugs, participants advocated for the need to consider 


options for safe supply. The key calls to action were: 


• Support the implementation of low-barrier, easily accessible harm reduction services wherever they are 


needed  


• To achieve harm reduction objectives, safe supply needs be low barrier, flexible, and easily accessible 


(e.g. delivered via SCS, mobile clinics, community health centres, etc.). 


• provide access to a safe supply of pharmaceutical-grade opioids13  


 


Safe supply can be both: 


• treatment with pharmaceutical-grade medications; and, 


• harm reduction through quality-controlled alternatives to toxic street drugs, reducing risks of overdose 


and death 


 
  


 
13 Health Canada. Opioid Symposium: What We heard Report (April 2019) https://www.canada.ca/en/health-
canada/services/publications/healthy-living/opioid-symposium-what-we-heard-report-march-
2019.html?utm_source=symposium-apr&utm_medium=email-en&utm_campaign=opioids-19#a2_05 
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Federal support for safe supply would build on existing medical approaches to opioid agonist treatment 


(OAT): 


• Methadone, buprenorphine, hydromorphone, and diacetylmorphine (heroin) - can all be used for long-


term treatment of opioid use disorder and for acute management of withdrawal symptoms. 


There are many clinical programs that offer pharmaceutical opioids in Canada. Only a small number 


currently offer injectable treatment to patients for whom other treatment options have not worked. These 


programs are designed to “meet people where they are at” in their treatment or harm reduction needs. 


Examples include:  


Crosstown Clinic – Vancouver, BC- Medical Prescription Model: This model, where drugs deemed to be most 


risky are prescribed to registered users by medical professionals, could include SCS.  One example of such 


a facility in Canada is the Providence Crosstown Clinic in Vancouver, where opioid-dependent drug users 


are provided with medically supervised doses of injectable hydromorphone and pharmaceutical heroin. 


• Injectable treatment with diacetylmorphine (heroin). 


• Medically-monitored outpatient setting. 


• Substantial medical oversight; patients visit multiple times per day. 


 


Managed opioids program – Ottawa, ON 


• Injectable and oral treatment with hydromorphone. 


• Residential 24/7 care setting. 


• Additional health and social services provided. 


 


Portland Hotel Society low-barrier access to hydromorphone pills – Vancouver, BC 


• A 50-patient pilot project to provide access to hydromorphone in tablet form for supervised injection. 


• Focus on providing a safe supply in the context of the toxic illegal street drug supply.14 


 


Legal Regulation  


As discussed above while decriminalization can reduce some harms for people who use drugs, they are still 


dependent on an illegal market where the contents and strength of drugs are unknown. The unregulated 


drug supply in Canada has become toxic leading to overdoses and death. Determining how best to regulate 


all drugs would be complicated and take time. Currently, no country in the world has done this, but most 


have regulated alcohol, tobacco and pharmaceutical drugs. In a regulated market, how drugs are produced, 


distributed and sold would need careful consideration, and depend on the drug and its potential for harm. 


For example, high-risk drugs could be available by prescription-only and distributed through pharmacies 


and under the care of a physician. Under a public health approach to legal regulation, there would be strict 


government control and regulation of the production (e.g. purity, strength), sale, marketing and 


consumption of any drug. Developing a regulation framework should also apply lessons learned from what 


has and has not been effective in the regulation of other drugs, such as alcohol, prescription drugs, and 


cannabis.15 


 
14 Health Canada.  Path Forward to Increase Access to Safer Supply in Canada (Presentation) (March 2019) 
15 The Medical Officer of Health in Toronto, Dr. Eileen Villa, Report for Action: A Public Health Approach to Drug 
Policy (2018) 
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Legalization may lead to increased drug use, and potentially increase addiction rates, with greater access 


and reduced prices, unless heavy taxation is in place. The UNODC views such taxation as unethical because 


it seeks to generate funds from those who are addicted, thereby profiting from their drug dependence.16  


Increasing their price, and availability, may also provide organized crime groups to undercut regulated 


market prices. 


Portugal opted against legalization as their position on drug use remains harmful and undesired and should 


not be perceived simply as the private choice of an individual since it brings social consequences. 


Additionally, the government did not want to advocate or condone drug use.17 Some might argue that this 


is already happening with regard to alcohol or tobacco, it might also be argued that neither of these 


substances is as potentially addictive or harmful as certain drugs, such as crystal meth, crack cocaine, or 


even prescription opioids. It should also be noted that opioids, which are the main contributors to the 


current drug overdose and overdose death rates in Canada, are both legal and regulated. 


There is an acknowledgment that decriminalization alone will not solve the problem of the contaminated 


supply. In addition, currently, a full spectrum of options is provided only in a few jurisdictions. Access is 


limited to large urban centres. 


Public Safety 


Many individuals who are chronic or problematic illicit drug users are unable to support their addictions 


through legal means.  Therefore, they must resort to criminal activity such as theft, break and enter and 


robbery to support their drug habits.  Also, 


marginalized individuals who are using illicit 


drugs are frequently placed in dangerous 


situations to support their drug use.  Public 


safety is adversely impacted by these crimes 


and diverting individuals to a safe supply may 


reduce crime that is committed to support a 


drug addiction and enhance public safety.  


More research is required to determine the 


potential impact decriminalization and a safe 


supply may have on public safety.  


  


 
16 United States Drug Enforcement Agency, Speaking Out Against Drug Legalization, (2010). 
17 Artur Domosławski, Drug Policy in Portugal, (2011), p. 26. 


• Police services remain committed to combatting 


organized crime and disrupting the supply of 


harmful substances coming into our communities 


by combating drug trafficking and illegal production 


and importation. 


• Canadian Chiefs of Police do not support the 


legalization of drugs such as cocaine, 


methamphetamine or opioids; however, they do 


support evidence based medical treatment that 


includes a safe supply. 
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4. Diversion Programs and Treatment 
The traditional role of frontline police in drug control has fundamentally shifted as a result of the influence of 


new policy and practices, e.g. community policing, situation tables, community mobilization and engagement, 


and harm reduction methods. There has been a shift in focus for police to support a harm reduction approach 


when interacting with people who use drugs; operating and creating alternative pathways for police to link 


people who use drugs to receive treatment and other supports. 


In a decriminalized environment, frontline policing would likely assume increased responsibility to divert 


people suffering from substance use disorder into treatment. It will be key in a Canadian context that 


treatment facilities are established and operational ahead of decriminalization and have the capacity to take 


in individuals diverted through police contact. This would be imperative, since “Diversion procedures that 


increase administrative or resource requirements on police without providing necessary support are likely to 


result in lower uptake and reduced impact.”18 


To successfully respond to people living with substance use disorder pathways for law enforcement would 


need to be established to work with the health and social systems to rapidly link people to a range of evidence-


based treatment and other social services (such as housing and employment) as needed. These pathways 


may differ from province to province and from community to community given their unique characteristics 


and resources. In many cases, diversion and treatment programs would require a substantial initial injection 


of public funds to establish, and significant ongoing funding to 


sustain. If accomplished, this could lead to a decrease in number 


of calls for service for police to drug-related incidents.  


Successes seen abroad in other countries may be attributed to 


their collaboration with community partners and stakeholders in 


making treatment and recovery facilities readily available, and by 


ensuring these treatment options are offered at no cost to the 


individual user. It would prove difficult to implement other 


countries models, such as Portugal, as it stands without access to 


sufficient funding and resources for rehabilitation and treatment. 


Aside from the geographical barriers that present itself with 


Canada’s 10 provinces and 3 territories delivering health care, it 


remains unknown whether Canada has the proper infrastructure, 


sufficient funding, and widespread Government and community 


support to make such facilities available. The current lack of 


substance use treatment options and diversion programs means 


that often individuals are arrested for their drug-related crime but are subsequently released to re-commit 


the same crimes, placing a strain on police resources, and ultimately not improving the individual health and 


safety outcomes. 


 
18 T.K.Mackey, D. Werb, L.Beletsky, G. Rangel, J. Arredondo and S.A. Strathdee, “Mexico’s “ley de 


narcomenudeo” drug police reform and the international drug control regime” , Harm Reduction Journal, 
Vol. 11, No. 31, cited in Rebecca Jesseman and Doris Payer, Decriminalization: Options and Evidence, 
Policy Brief, (2018), p. 11. 


• The CACP endorses alternatives to 


criminal sanctions for simple possession 


of illicit drugs, requiring integrated 


partnerships and access to diversion 


measures. 


• Increased community capacity and 


resources are necessary to support the 


availability and integration of health, 


social programs and enforcement 


required for effective diversion. 


• Diversion provides new opportunities to 


make positive impacts in communities. 


These impacts may include reducing 


recidivism, reducing ancillary crimes and 


improving health and safety outcomes 


for individuals who use drugs. 
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5. Global Studies 
The Global Studies Program primary focus was to research how police can influence seismic public policy 


changes, using decriminalization as an example. As the use, production and trade of illicit drugs is a 


worldwide problem, participants travelled to Australia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, England, Ireland, 


Netherlands, New Zealand Portugal and Spain. 


“Don’t try to copy us; learn from us.”  
– Dr. Joao Goulau, Director General of Sicad and  


the architect of the Portuguese Drug Policy, Global Studies 2019 consultation. 


 
In the countries visited, Fentanyl and other opioids are not a prominent issue. The national drug policies 


in these countries differ in relation to the possession of illicit substances; with no countries having total 


legalization. Most have made, or are making, the shift in recognizing problematic substance use primarily 


as a health issue, requiring the leadership of health services.  


Diversion programs exist in most countries visited.  Some countries, like in Spain, are primarily focused on 


youth others are broader.  Harm reduction is less of a focus as it is in Canada, however Spain has 13 


supervised consumption sites and provides clean needles and a home naloxone program. In comparison 


to Portugal who is just now opening their first SCS, or countries like Ireland and England which do not 


have any SCS.  


A focus on reintegration or integration into society was found by the researchers as key to success.  For 


instance, the Portugal drug strategy shares the pillars of prevention, harm reduction and treatment, but 


instead of enforcement, focuses on social integration. This includes housing assistance, education and 


employment.  


“While decriminalization is used to categorize this dialogue on drug policies and 
programs, it may be more appropriate to entitle it diversion or dissuasion.”  


– Insp. Bill Spearn, Vancouver Police Service, Global Studies 2019 


 
Illicit drugs remain illegal but the resulting consequence is an administrative penalty.  The common element 


of national drug policies is to reduce the demand and supply. All countries visited continue to target 


organized crime groups and trafficking. 


More recently Norway and New Zealand have made a shift in their responses to substance use from the 


justice to the health sector. In Norway individuals apprehended for the use of possession of drugs will be 


referred to a municipal counselling unit in order to access counselling, treatment, or another suitable 


response. While in New Zealand legislation expressly requires that police consider the public interest of 


providing health supports versus prosecution. This shift toward a therapeutic approach is being 


supported by investments in substance use treatment. 
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6. Canadian Legal Infrastructure  
If decriminalization of the possession of illicit drugs occurred in Canada, it does not necessarily require 


existing legislation be entirely repealed.  For the purposes of decriminalization, drug-related offences 


continue to remain illegal and do not require the entire removal of provisions under legislation such as the 


Controlled Drugs and Substances Act, Youth Criminal Justice Act or Criminal Code. Arguably, 


decriminalization may be approached in a manner similar to diversion whereby criminal prosecution is not 


pursued, but rather, there is an emphasis on rehabilitation through treatment and education. 


Conclusion  


We must adopt new and innovative approaches if we are going to disrupt the current trend of drug 


overdoses impacting communities across Canada.  Merely arresting individuals for simple possession of 


illicit drugs has proven to be ineffective.  Research from other countries who have boldly chosen to take a 


health rather than an enforcement-based approach to problematic drug use have demonstrated positive 


results.   


Implementing a response model centered on diversion that provides individuals impacted by problematic 


substance use access to health resources may be more effective than our current model of enforcement 


or de facto decriminalization. Responding to problematic substance use in our communities is a complex 


issue requiring a full spectrum of options and partnerships to impact real change.  Finding pathways of care 


and support for individuals with problematic substance use is critical to reducing overdose deaths. Health 


is best positioned to address problematic substance use and not the police.   


Enforcement resources and strategies will continue to be targeted at organized crime groups and 


individuals who import, produce or distribute illegal drugs throughout our communities. Frontline officers 


will always play a critical role in any diversion model.  Frequently, they are the point of first contact and the 


ones who will assist individuals into pathways of care.  Finding pathway to care presents the opportunity 


of reducing the demand for drugs in our communities as well as the crime associated with problematic 


substance use.    


As the decriminalization dialogue continues to evolve and shift, the Special Purpose Committee 


recommends, in cooperation with the 2019 Global Studies program, that the CACP advocate for a national 


task force to be created which would include Public Safety, Department of Justice, the Public Prosecution 


Service, Health Canada, CACP representatives and subject matter experts to research Canadian drug policy 


reform.  Specifically, reform to s. 4(1) of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act related to Simple 


Possession and to recommend alternatives to criminal sanctions; specifically, alternatives that promote a 


health-based diversionary approach. 
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New Hampshire Survey Results


Q1 Do you approve or disapprove of President 
Barack Obama’s job performance?


 46% Approve ..........................................................


 46% Disapprove......................................................


  7% Not sure ..........................................................


Q2 Do you approve or disapprove of the job 
Congress is doing?


  4% Approve ..........................................................


 88% Disapprove......................................................


  7% Not sure ..........................................................


Q3 How likely are you to vote in the New 
Hampshire presidential primary on February 
9th: are you certain to vote, will you probably 
vote, are the chances 50/50, or will you 
probably not vote?


 94% Certain to vote ................................................


  6% Will probably vote ...........................................


  0% Chances are 50/50 .........................................


  0% Will probably not vote......................................


Q4 Every day, 44 people in the United States die 
as a result of overdose on prescription 
painkillers. New Hampshire had a record 
number of overdose deaths in 2015. How 
important to you is addressing prescription 
drug and other drug abuse in New Hampshire 
and the recent surge in overdose deaths: very 
important, somewhat important, not too 
important, or not important at all?


 50% Very important.................................................


 30% Somewhat important .......................................


 12% Not too important ............................................


  7% Not important at all..........................................


  0% Not sure ..........................................................


Q5 There is currently no significant federal budget 
or program devoted to fighting drug overdose 
through research, public education and funding 
local efforts. If a candidate for president 
promised federal support for drug overdose 
prevention, would that make you more likely to 
support or less likely to support them, or would 
it not make a difference?


 41% More likely.......................................................


 14% Less likely .......................................................


 44% Wouldn't make a difference.............................


  1% Not sure ..........................................................


Q6 A drug called naloxone is successful at 
reversing overdose from prescription painkillers 
and from heroin. Naloxone acts fast, has no 
potential for abuse and has saved thousands 
of people from dying of overdose. New 
Hampshire passed a law last year that allows 
anyone to get a prescription to carry Naloxone 
to help save their friends and loved ones. If a 
candidate for president encouraged other 
states and the federal government to follow 
New Hampshire’s example and adopt laws that 
get Naloxone in as many hands as possible, 
would that make you more likely to support 
them, less likely, or would it not make a 
difference?


 44% More likely.......................................................


 12% Less likely .......................................................


 43% Wouldn't make a difference.............................


  1% Not sure ..........................................................


Q7 Do you think health insurance should include 
treatment for people who have problems with 
drugs, or not? 


 72% 
Health insurance should include treatment for 
people who have problems with drugs............


 16% 


Health insurance should not include 
treatment for people who have problems with 
drugs...............................................................


 12% Not sure ..........................................................
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Q8 Have you or anyone you know been personally 
affected by prescription drug abuse, heroin 
abuse or overdose?


 37% 


You or someone you know has been 
personally affected by prescription drug 
abuse, heroin abuse or overdose....................


 59% 


You or someone you know has not been 
personally affected by prescription drug 
abuse, heroin abuse or overdose....................


  4% Not sure ..........................................................


  1% Don't care to say .............................................


Q9 In your opinion, should drug abuse be treated 
primarily as a criminal justice problem or 
primarily as a health problem?


 21% 
Drug abuse should be treated primarily as a 
criminal justice problem ..................................


 69% 
Drug abuse should be treated primarily as a 
health problem ................................................


 10% Not sure ..........................................................


Q10 Some people think we should treat drug use as 
a public health issue and stop arresting and 
locking up people for possession of a small 
amount of any drug for personal use. Do you 
agree or disagree with this sentiment?


 61% 


Agree that we should treat drug use as a 
public health issue and stop arresting and 
locking up people for possession of a small 
amount of any drug for personal use ..............


 31% 


Disagree that we should treat drug use as a 
public health issue and stop arresting and 
locking up people for possession of a small 
amount of any drug for personal use ..............


  9% Not sure ..........................................................


Q11 If someone is caught with a small amount of 
illegal drugs for personal use, in your opinion, 
what should happen to them: they should be 
evaluated for drug issues, offered treatment but 
not be arrested or face jail time; they should 
spend no more than 3 months in jail; they 
should spend up to 1 year in jail; they should 
spend up to 3 years in jail; they should spend 
up to 5 years in jail; they should spend 10 or 
more years in jail; or they should be evaluated 
for drug issues, offered treatment but not be 
arrested or face jail time?


 66% 
Evaluated for drug issues, offered treatment 
but not be arrested or face jail time.................


 23% No more than 3 months in jail .........................


  6% Up to 1 year in jail ...........................................


  1% Up to 3 years in jail .........................................


  1% Up to 5 years in jail .........................................


  1% 10 or more years in jail....................................


  2% Not sure ..........................................................


Q12 Like in many other states, people in New 
Hampshire caught with small amounts of illegal 
drugs for personal use can spend years in 
prison, even for a first offense. In your opinion, 
are these drug possession laws too harsh, too 
lenient or just right? 


 66% 
New Hampshire’s drug possession laws are 
too harsh.........................................................


  8% 
New Hampshire’s drug possession laws are 
too lenient .......................................................


 14% 
New Hampshire’s drug possession laws are 
just right ..........................................................


 12% Not sure ..........................................................
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Q13 Some people have proposed eliminating 
mandatory minimum sentences for non-violent 
drug offenders, giving judges the ability to 
make sentencing decisions in the context of 
each individual case. Do you support or 
oppose eliminating mandatory minimum 
sentences for non-violent drug offenders? 


 73% 
Support eliminating mandatory minimum 
sentences for non-violent drug offenders........


 16% 
Oppose eliminating mandatory minimum 
sentences for non-violent drug offenders........


 11% Not sure ..........................................................


Q14 If you are a woman, press 1.  If a man, press 2.


 53% Woman ...........................................................


 47% Man.................................................................


Q15 If you are a Democrat, press 1. If a Republican, 
press 2. If you are an independent or identify 
with another party, press 3.


 36% Democrat ........................................................


 34% Republican......................................................


 30% Independent / Other ........................................


Q16 If you are white, press 1. If other, press 2


 93% White ..............................................................


  7% Other...............................................................


Q17 If you are 18-45 years old, press 1. If 46-65, 
press 2. If older than 65, press 3.


 35% 18 to 45...........................................................


 43% 46 to 65...........................................................


 23% Older than 65 ..................................................
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Base


Gender


Woman Man


Obama Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


   


46% 53% 38%


46% 36% 57%


7% 10% 4%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Congress Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


   


4% 4% 5%


88% 86% 91%


7% 10% 4%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Drug Abuse in NH
Importance


Very important


Somewhat important


Not too important


Not important at all


Not sure


   


50% 53% 46%


30% 32% 28%


12% 8% 17%


7% 6% 9%


0% 0% 0%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Candidate Support
Overdose Prevention
More/Less Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


   


41% 47% 33%


14% 11% 18%


44% 39% 48%


1% 2% 1%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Candidate Support
Naloxone More/Less
Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


   


44% 48% 39%


12% 9% 14%


43% 41% 45%


1% 1% 2%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Insurance Include
Drug Treatment
Yes/No


Health insurance
should include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Health insurance
should not include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Not sure


   


72% 76% 67%


16% 11% 22%


12% 13% 11%
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Base


Gender


Woman Man


Know Anyone
Affected by Drug
Abuse Yes/No


You or someone you
know has been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


You or someone you
know has not been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


Not sure


Don't care to say


   


37% 34% 40%


59% 62% 55%


4% 3% 4%


1% 1% 0%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Drug Abuse Criminal
Justice or Health
Problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


criminal justice
problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


health problem


Not sure


   


21% 15% 27%


69% 75% 62%


10% 9% 11%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Stop Imprisoning
People for Drug Use
Agree/Disagree


Agree that we should
treat  drug use as a pu-


blic health issue and
stop  arresting and loc-


king up people for po-
ssession of a small ...


Disagree that we sho-
uld treat drug use as a


public  health issue an-
d stop arresting and l-


ocking up people for
possession  of a sm...


Not sure


   


61% 63% 58%


31% 28% 34%


9% 9% 8%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Punishment for Drug
Possession


Evaluated for drug
issues, offered


treatment but not be
arrested or face jail


time


No more than 3
months in jail


Up to 1 year in jail


Up to 3 years in jail


Up to 5 years in jail


10 or more years in
jail


Not sure


   


66% 67% 66%


23% 24% 22%


6% 5% 7%


1% 1% 2%


1% 0% 1%


1% 1% 1%


2% 2% 1%
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Base


Gender


Woman Man


Drug Possession
Laws Too
Harsh/Lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too harsh


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are just right


Not sure


   


66% 67% 66%


8% 6% 10%


14% 10% 17%


12% 17% 7%


Base


Gender


Woman Man


Eliminate Mandatory
Sentences
Support/Oppose


Support eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Oppose eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Not sure


   


73% 72% 74%


16% 15% 16%


11% 13% 10%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Obama Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


    


46% 80% 11% 46%


46% 9% 85% 47%


7% 10% 4% 7%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Congress Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


    


4% 5% 6% 1%


88% 89% 84% 92%


7% 5% 9% 7%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Drug Abuse in NH
Importance


Very important


Somewhat important


Not too important


Not important at all


Not sure


    


50% 58% 41% 50%


30% 28% 35% 27%


12% 6% 14% 17%


7% 8% 9% 6%


0% 0% 0% -


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Candidate Support
Overdose Prevention
More/Less Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


    


41% 58% 23% 40%


14% 11% 21% 11%


44% 30% 55% 47%


1% 1% 1% 2%
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Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Candidate Support
Naloxone More/Less
Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


    


44% 53% 35% 42%


12% 11% 12% 12%


43% 34% 52% 43%


1% 1% 1% 3%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Insurance Include
Drug Treatment
Yes/No


Health insurance
should include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Health insurance
should not include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Not sure


    


72% 83% 55% 76%


16% 9% 27% 13%


12% 8% 18% 11%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Know Anyone
Affected by Drug
Abuse Yes/No


You or someone you
know has been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


You or someone you
know has not been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


Not sure


Don't care to say


    


37% 37% 38% 36%


59% 60% 57% 59%


4% 2% 4% 5%


1% 1% - 1%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Drug Abuse Criminal
Justice or Health
Problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


criminal justice
problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


health problem


Not sure


    


21% 13% 32% 16%


69% 79% 56% 72%


10% 8% 12% 12%
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Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Stop Imprisoning
People for Drug Use
Agree/Disagree


Agree that we should
treat  drug use as a pu-


blic health issue and
stop  arresting and loc-


king up people for po-
ssession of a small ...


Disagree that we sho-
uld treat drug use as a


public  health issue an-
d stop arresting and l-


ocking up people for
possession  of a sm...


Not sure


    


61% 72% 49% 60%


31% 20% 42% 30%


9% 7% 9% 10%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Punishment for Drug
Possession


Evaluated for drug
issues, offered


treatment but not be
arrested or face jail


time


No more than 3
months in jail


Up to 1 year in jail


Up to 3 years in jail


Up to 5 years in jail


10 or more years in
jail


Not sure


    


66% 80% 50% 68%


23% 12% 33% 24%


6% 4% 9% 5%


1% 1% 3% 1%


1% 0% 1% 1%


1% 2% 1% 0%


2% 1% 3% 1%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Drug Possession
Laws Too
Harsh/Lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too harsh


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are just right


Not sure


    


66% 77% 51% 71%


8% 4% 14% 6%


14% 10% 20% 11%


12% 10% 16% 12%


Base


Party


Democrat Republican
Independent


/ Other


Eliminate Mandatory
Sentences
Support/Oppose


Support eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Oppose eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Not sure


    


73% 84% 57% 76%


16% 8% 27% 13%


11% 8% 15% 11%
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Base


Race


White Other


Obama Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


   


46% 48% 20%


46% 44% 79%


7% 8% 2%


Base


Race


White Other


Congress Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


   


4% 4% 7%


88% 88% 90%


7% 8% 3%


Base


Race


White Other


Drug Abuse in NH
Importance


Very important


Somewhat important


Not too important


Not important at all


Not sure


   


50% 52% 21%


30% 30% 30%


12% 12% 21%


7% 6% 27%


0% 0% -


Base


Race


White Other


Candidate Support
Overdose Prevention
More/Less Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


   


41% 43% 8%


14% 11% 52%


44% 44% 40%


1% 1% 1%


Base


Race


White Other


Candidate Support
Naloxone More/Less
Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


   


44% 46% 17%


12% 10% 39%


43% 43% 43%


1% 2% 1%


Base


Race


White Other


Insurance Include
Drug Treatment
Yes/No


Health insurance
should include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Health insurance
should not include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Not sure


   


72% 74% 39%


16% 15% 38%


12% 11% 23%
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Base


Race


White Other


Know Anyone
Affected by Drug
Abuse Yes/No


You or someone you
know has been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


You or someone you
know has not been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


Not sure


Don't care to say


   


37% 36% 46%


59% 60% 49%


4% 3% 5%


1% 1% -


Base


Race


White Other


Drug Abuse Criminal
Justice or Health
Problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


criminal justice
problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


health problem


Not sure


   


21% 20% 26%


69% 70% 60%


10% 10% 14%


Base


Race


White Other


Stop Imprisoning
People for Drug Use
Agree/Disagree


Agree that we should
treat  drug use as a pu-


blic health issue and
stop  arresting and loc-


king up people for po-
ssession of a small ...


Disagree that we sho-
uld treat drug use as a


public  health issue an-
d stop arresting and l-


ocking up people for
possession  of a sm...


Not sure


   


61% 64% 25%


31% 28% 70%


9% 9% 5%


Base


Race


White Other


Punishment for Drug
Possession


Evaluated for drug
issues, offered


treatment but not be
arrested or face jail


time


No more than 3
months in jail


Up to 1 year in jail


Up to 3 years in jail


Up to 5 years in jail


10 or more years in
jail


Not sure


   


66% 69% 33%


23% 21% 40%


6% 6% 9%


1% 1% 6%


1% 0% 2%


1% 1% 7%


2% 2% 3%
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Base


Race


White Other


Drug Possession
Laws Too
Harsh/Lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too harsh


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are just right


Not sure


   


66% 67% 53%


8% 7% 13%


14% 13% 25%


12% 13% 9%


Base


Race


White Other


Eliminate Mandatory
Sentences
Support/Oppose


Support eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Oppose eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Not sure


   


73% 75% 50%


16% 14% 44%


11% 12% 7%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Obama Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


    


46% 48% 45% 47%


46% 43% 49% 45%


7% 9% 6% 7%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Congress Approval


Approve


Disapprove


Not sure


    


4% 5% 4% 5%


88% 88% 90% 87%


7% 7% 6% 9%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Drug Abuse in NH
Importance


Very important


Somewhat important


Not too important


Not important at all


Not sure


    


50% 44% 47% 63%


30% 29% 35% 24%


12% 16% 11% 9%


7% 11% 7% 3%


0% - - 1%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Candidate Support
Overdose Prevention
More/Less Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


    


41% 41% 37% 48%


14% 17% 14% 11%


44% 43% 48% 38%


1% - 2% 3%
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Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Candidate Support
Naloxone More/Less
Likely


More likely


Less likely


Wouldn't make a
difference


Not sure


    


44% 44% 40% 50%


12% 16% 10% 9%


43% 38% 49% 40%


1% 2% 1% 1%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Insurance Include
Drug Treatment
Yes/No


Health insurance
should include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Health insurance
should not include


treatment for people
who have problems


with drugs


Not sure


    


72% 72% 72% 70%


16% 18% 16% 15%


12% 10% 12% 15%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Know Anyone
Affected by Drug
Abuse Yes/No


You or someone you
know has been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


You or someone you
know has not been


personally affected by
prescription drug


abuse, heroin abuse
or overdose


Not sure


Don't care to say


    


37% 41% 37% 30%


59% 56% 59% 65%


4% 4% 3% 4%


1% - 1% 1%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Drug Abuse Criminal
Justice or Health
Problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


criminal justice
problem


Drug abuse should be
treated primarily as a


health problem


Not sure


    


21% 22% 22% 16%


69% 73% 66% 69%


10% 5% 13% 15%
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3020 Highwoods Blvd.
Raleigh, NC 27604


information@publicpolicypolling.com / 888 621-6988


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Stop Imprisoning
People for Drug Use
Agree/Disagree


Agree that we should
treat  drug use as a pu-


blic health issue and
stop  arresting and loc-


king up people for po-
ssession of a small ...


Disagree that we sho-
uld treat drug use as a


public  health issue an-
d stop arresting and l-


ocking up people for
possession  of a sm...


Not sure


    


61% 62% 59% 62%


31% 34% 31% 23%


9% 4% 9% 15%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Punishment for Drug
Possession


Evaluated for drug
issues, offered


treatment but not be
arrested or face jail


time


No more than 3
months in jail


Up to 1 year in jail


Up to 3 years in jail


Up to 5 years in jail


10 or more years in
jail


Not sure


    


66% 67% 63% 71%


23% 25% 25% 16%


6% 5% 7% 7%


1% 3% 1% 1%


1% - 1% 1%


1% 1% 1% 1%


2% - 2% 4%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Drug Possession
Laws Too
Harsh/Lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too harsh


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are too lenient


New Hampshire’s
drug possession laws


are just right


Not sure


    


66% 73% 65% 58%


8% 7% 7% 11%


14% 7% 17% 18%


12% 14% 11% 13%


Base


Age


18 to
45


46 to
65


Older
than 65


Eliminate Mandatory
Sentences
Support/Oppose


Support eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Oppose eliminating
mandatory minimum


sentences for non-
violent drug offenders


Not sure


    


73% 79% 72% 65%


16% 16% 17% 14%


11% 6% 11% 21%
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WBUR Poll 


New Hampshire 2020 Democratic Primary 
Field Dates: January 17-21, 2020 


Survey of 426 Likely Voters 
 
I'm going to read you the names of several people who are active in public affairs.  After I read each 
one please tell me if you have a generally favorable or generally unfavorable view of the person.  If 
you have never heard of the person or if you are undecided, please just say so.  READ FIRST NAME. 
How about READ NEXT NAME?  REPEAT QUESTION TEXT ONLY IF NECESSARY, PROBE IF 
RESPONDENT SAYS “DON’T KNOW”.  Have you heard of READ NAME and are undecided about 
(him/her)?  Or PAUSE have you never heard of (him/her)?  
 


ROTATE ORDER 
 


Favorable Unfavorable 
Heard of / 
Undecided 


Never 
heard of Refused 


Joe Biden  Jan 2020 57% 32% 11% 0% 0% 


 Dec 2019 53% 33% 14% <1% 0% 


Pete Buttigieg  Jan 2020 62% 21% 12% 6% 0% 


 Dec 2019 58% 16% 15% 11% 0% 


Elizabeth Warren Jan 2020 60% 29% 10% 1% 0% 


 Dec 2019 52% 33% 13% 1% 0% 


Bernie Sanders Jan 2020 74% 18% 8% 1% 0% 


 Dec 2019 60% 28% 11% <1% <1% 


Deval Patrick  Jan 2020 31% 29% 28% 12% 0% 


 Dec 2019 29% 29% 29% 14% 0% 


Tulsi Gabbard  Jan 2020 28% 37% 24% 10% 0% 


 Dec 2019 26% 36% 21% 17% 0% 


Amy Klobuchar  Jan 2020 49% 18% 20% 12% 0% 


 Dec 2019 35% 22% 22% 21% 0% 


Michael Bloomberg  Jan 2020 26% 45% 24% 5% 0% 


 Dec 2019 19% 46% 26% 8% <1% 


Tom Steyer  Jan 2020 45% 26% 23% 6% 0% 


 Dec 2019 33% 28% 26% 12% <1% 


Andrew Yang Jan 2020 61% 17% 18% 4% 0% 


 Dec 2019 45% 21% 22% 12% 0% 


Michael Bennett Jan 2020 17% 19% 29% 35% 0% 


 Dec 2019 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 


John Delaney Jan 2020 9% 26% 33% 32% <1% 


 Dec 2019 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 


Donald Trump Jan 2020 6% 93% 1% 0% 0% 


 Dec 2019 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 


 
  







    


WBUR Poll  2 


Conducted by The MassINC Polling Group   


If the 2020 Democratic primary for President were held today, for whom would you vote? If you 
would like, I can read you a list of candidates who will appear on the ballot. ROTATE ORDER OF 
CANDIDATES, IF RESPONDENT REQUESTS THEY BE READ 
 
Even though you say you are undecided -- which way are you leaning as of today? I can read you a list 
of candidates if you would like.  READ AND ROTATE LIST IF REQUESTED.  
 
 


 
What do you want the candidates for President to be discussing as they compete for votes?  
Open ended, responses were coded into categories. Totals do not add up to 100% due to respondents 
mentioning more than 1 category.  
 


Health care / drug prices / Medicare 48% 
Environment / climate change 34% 
Economy / jobs / wages 20% 
Education / student loans 16% 
Social justice (gender, racial, LGBTQ+, policing) 11% 
Foreign policy / relations 11% 
Unity / civility / character 9% 
Poverty / housing / income inequality 9% 
Taxes / budget / government spending 8% 
Elections (security, gerrymandering, campaign finance) 6% 
National security / terrorism / military 6% 
Anti-Trump 6% 
Guns 5% 
Immigration 4% 
Social security / elder issues 4% 
Their plan for our country 3% 
Infrastructure 2% 
Opioids 1% 
  
Other 11% 
Unsure / nothing 3% 


 
 
  


 Dec 2019 Jan 2020 
Michael Bennet <1% <1% 
 Joe Biden 17% 14% 
 Michael Bloomberg 2% 1% 
 Cory Booker 1% N/A 
 Pete Buttigieg 18% 17% 
 Julian Castro 0% N/A 
 John Delaney 0% 0% 
 Tulsi Gabbard 5% 5% 
Amy Klobuchar 3% 6% 
Deval Patrick <1% 1% 
Bernie Sanders 15% 29% 
Tom Steyer 3% 2% 
Elizabeth Warren 12% 13% 
Marianne Williamson 1% N/A 
Andrew Yang 5% 5% 
Some other candidate 2% 2% 
Would not vote 3% <1% 
Don't Know / Refused 12% 5% 







    


WBUR Poll  3 


Conducted by The MassINC Polling Group   


Now I would like to as you about another issue. 
 
Would you say you approve, or disapprove of how President Trump is handling READ FIRST? How 
about READ NEXT? Sorted for display.  


 


ROTATE ORDER Approve Disapprove 
Don’t Know/ 


Refused 
The U.S. economy 22% 72% 6% 
Fighting terrorism 17% 77% 6% 
The US military  14% 81% 5% 
The U.S. relationship with China 12% 79% 9% 
Global trade 12% 80% 8% 
The US relationship with Iran 8% 88% 3% 
The US relationship with Russia 7% 90% 4% 


 
 
Do you think READ AND ROTATE [the U.S. should maintain a combat troop presence in the Middle 
East,] or [all combat troops in the Middle East should return to the U.S.]? 
 


Maintain a combat troop presence 50% 
Return all troops to the U.S. 30% 
Don’t Know / Refused  19% 


 
On January 3, a U.S drone strike killed Iranian General Qassem Soleimani near the airport in Baghdad, 
Iraq. Do you approve or disapprove of the Trump administration’s decision to target Soleimani? 
 


Approve 18% 
Disapprove 72% 
Don’t Know / Refused  10% 


 
Do you think the killing of Soleimani has made the US READ AND ROTATE FIRST TWO OPTIONS, or 
do you think it hasn’t made much of a difference?  
 


More safe 7% 
Less safe  73% 
Hasn’t made much difference 16% 
Don’t know / refused  3% 


 
Now I would like to ask you about another topic.  
 
The House of Representatives approved 2 articles of impeachment against President Trump. One 
article was for READ FIRST. From what you’ve seen or heard so far, do you think President Trump is 
guilty of READ FIRST, or not guilty? The other article was for READ SECOND. Do you think President 
Trump is guilty of READ SECOND, or not guilty? 
 


ROTATE ORDER Guilty Not guilty 
Don’t Know/ 


Refused 
Abuse of power 91% 8% 1% 
Obstruction of Congress 87% 10% 3% 


 
 
  







    


WBUR Poll  4 


Conducted by The MassINC Polling Group   


Now that the House of Representatives has voted to impeach President Trump, do you think the 
Senate should vote to remove him from office? 


 
Yes, they should vote to remove him  80% 
No, they should not vote to remove him  14% 
Don’t Know / Refused  6% 


 
Do you think that the Senate should hear from witnesses during the impeachment trial, or not? 
 


Yes, should hear from witnesses  94% 
No, they should not hear from witnesses  4% 
Don’t Know / Refused  2% 


 
Now I would like to ask you about a different topic. 
 
Do you approve or disapprove of each of the following policy proposals regarding the drug overdose 
crisis? READ FIRST. PROBE: And would you say you strongly approve/disapprove, or just 
somewhat? READ NEXT. Sorted for display.  
 


ROTATE ORDER 
Strongly 
approve 


Somewhat 
approve 


Somewhat 
disapprove 


Strongly 
disapprove 


Don’t 
Know/ 


Refused 
Requiring insurers to cover drug 
treatment.  


63% 27% 4% 3% 4% 


Filing criminal charges against 
pharmaceutical companies for 
their alleged role in the drug 
crisis 


60% 20% 8% 6% 6% 


Expanding needle exchange 
programs 


43% 28% 8% 10% 12% 


Decriminalizing possession of 
small amounts of drugs 


35% 31% 16% 9% 9% 


Opening supervised 
consumption sites where people 
can use drugs under medical 
supervision 


21% 36% 15% 17% 11% 
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Conducted by The MassINC Polling Group   


Demographics 
 


Race 
 


White / Caucasian 94% 


All others 5% 


Don’t Know / Refused 2% 


Age  
 


18 to 29 15% 


30 to 44 26% 


45 to 59 34% 


60+ 22% 


Don’t Know / Refused 4% 


Gender  
 


Male 43% 


Female 57% 


 
Party Registration  
 


Democrat 52% 


Independent / Unenrolled  48% 


 
Education 
 


High School or less 20% 


Some college, no degree 24% 


College graduate (BA/BS) 30% 


Advanced degree 25% 


Don’t Know / Refused <1% 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About the Poll 
These results are based on a survey of 426 likely voters in the 2020 New Hampshire Democratic 
Primary for President. Live telephone interviews were conducted January 17-21, 2019 via both 
landline and cell phone using conventional registration based sampling procedures. Results were 
weighted to known and estimate demographic parameters on party registration, age, gender, race, 
education, and region. The margin of sampling error for the full sample is +/- 4.8 percentage points 
with a 95 percent level of confidence. The poll was sponsored by WBUR, a National Public Radio station 
in the Boston area. 








The	Granite	State	Poll


March 5, 2019


TWO IN THREE NH RESIDENTS SUPPORT LEGALIZATION OF MARIJUANA FOR RECREATIONAL USE


DURHAM, NH – More than two-thirds of Granite Staters support legalizing marijuana for recreaonal use. Support has increased
dramacally since 2013 and bi-parsan majories now favor the policy. An even larger majority would approve of marijuana being sold at
licensed outlets and taxed at levels similar to alcohol or tobacco.


These findings are based on the latest Granite State Poll*, conducted by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. Six hundred
four (604) randomly selected New Hampshire adults were interviewed in English by landline and cellular telephone between February 18
and February 26, 2019. The margin of sampling error for the survey is +/- 4.0 percent.


Legalizaon of Marijuana for Recreaonal Use
 


The issue of legalizing marijuana in New Hampshire has been subject to debate for years. Marijuana was legalized for medical use in 2013
and possession of small amounts of marijuana was decriminalized in 2017. In recent years, all of New Hampshire's neighbors - Maine,
Massachuses, Vermont, and Canada - have legalized marijuana for recreaonal purposes. The increased support for legalizing marijuana
across the country has led to proposed legislaon for legalizaon in New Hampshire.


More than two-thirds of Granite Staters (68%) strongly support (50%) or somewhat support (18%) legalizing the possession of small
amounts of marijuana for personal recreaonal use. Only 27% oppose legalizing marijuana for personal use, 4% are neutral, and 1% don't
know or are unsure. This represents a remarkable change since early 2013, when 49% of Granite Staters supported the legalizaon of
marijuana and 45% opposed it.


Support has increased since 2013 among all parsan groups - 23 percentage points among self-idenfied Independents, 21 points among
Republicans, and 16 points among Democrats. Support for marijuana legalizaon has also increased among Granite Staters of all ages,
although somewhat less among older residents. Support for legalizaon since 2013 increased 35 points among 18 to 34 year olds, 24
points among 35 to 49 year olds, 9 points among 50 to 64 year olds, and 11 points among those 65 and older.


* We ask that this copyrighted informaon be referred to as the Granite State Poll, conducted by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center.


Sean P. McKinley, M.A.
Zachary S. Azem, M.A.
Andrew E. Smith, Ph.D.


andrew.smith@unh.edu
603-862-2226


cola.unh.edu/unh-survey-center


By:
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Legalizaon for Recreaonal Use


68%


27%


4% 1%


18%


50%
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More than three-quarters of Democrats (78%) currently support legalizing marijuana for personal use, 74% of Independents support
legalizaon, and just over half of Republicans (56%) support it. Self-described liberals, those under the age of 50, and those who did not
vote in the 2016 elecon are most likely to support legalizaon of marijuana for recreaonal use. Those who aend religious services
once a week or more oen, those aged 65 and older, conservave talk radio listeners, self-described conservaves, and those who
voted for Donald Trump in 2016 are least likely to support legalizaon for recreaonal use.
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Support Legalizaon for Recreaonal Use - By Party ID


A larger majority of Granite Staters would approve of marijuana being sold at licensed outlets and taxed at levels similar to alcohol or
tobacco. Four in five New Hampshire residents (80%) say they would strongly (58%) or somewhat (22%) approve of marijuana being
sold at licensed retail outlets, 17% would strongly (14%) or somewhat (3%) disapprove, 3% are neutral, and 1% don't know or are
unsure. Approval of selling marijuana at licensed retail outlets with taxes similar to alcohol and tobacco has increased 24 percentage
points since 2014.


Sale/Tax of Legal Marijuana at Licensed Retail Outlets
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Sale/Tax at Licensed Retail Outlets







Eighty-eight percent of Democrats approve of recreaonal marijuana being sold at licensed retail outlets and taxed at levels similar to
alcohol or tobacco; 80% of Independents approve and nearly three-quarters of Republicans (73%) approve.


Self-described liberals, those who did not vote in the 2016 elecon, and those aged 18 to 34 are most likely to say they would approve
of recreaonal marijuana being sold at licensed retail outlets and taxed at levels similar to alcohol or tobacco. Conservave talk radio
listeners, those who aend religious services once a week or more oen, those aged 65 and older, and self-described conservaves are
least likely to approve.
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Granite State Poll Methodology
These findings are based on the latest Granite State Poll, conducted by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center. Six hundred
four (604) randomly selected New Hampshire adults were interviewed in English by landline and cellular telephone between February
18 and February 26, 2019. The margin of sampling error for the survey is +/- 4.0 percent. These MSE’s have not been adjusted for design
effect. The design effect for the survey is 1.2%.


The random sample used in the Granite State Poll was purchased from Scienfic Telephone Samples (STS), Rancho Santo Margarita, CA.
STS screens each selected telephone number to eliminate non-working numbers, disconnected numbers, and business numbers to
improve the efficiency of the sample, reducing the amount of me interviewers spend calling non-usable numbers. When a landline
number is reached, the interviewer randomly selects a member of the household by asking to speak with the adult currently living in
the household who has had the most recent birthday. This selecon process ensures that every adult (18 years of age or older) in the
household has an equal chance of being included in the survey.


The data have been weighted to adjust for numbers of adults and telephone lines within households. Addionally, data were weighted
by respondent sex, age, educaon, and region of the state to targets from the most recent American Community Survey (ACS)
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. In addion to potenal sampling error, all surveys have other potenal sources of non-sampling
error including queson order effects, queson wording effects, and non-response. Due to rounding, percentages may not sum to
100%. The number of respondents in each demographic below may not equal the number reported in cross-tabulaon tables as some
respondents choose not to answer some quesons.


For more informaon about the methodology used in the Granite State Poll, contact Dr. Andrew Smith at (603) 862-2226 or by email at
andrew.smith@unh.edu.


N %


Sex of Respondent Female


Male


Age of Respondent 18 to 34


35 to 49


50 to 64


65 and older


Level of Education High school or less


Technical school/Some college


College graduate


Postgraduate work


Region of State Central / Lakes


Connecticut Valley


Manchester Area


Mass Border


North Country


Seacoast


Registered to Vote Reg. Democrat


Registered Undeclared/Not Reg.


Reg. Republican


Party ID Democrat


Independent


Republican


Congressional
District


First Congressional District


Second Congressional District


49%


51%


297


307


20%


30%


23%


27%


115


172


136


156


13%


19%


38%


30%


79


112


225


175


17%


9%


24%


18%


14%


18%


105


54


147


106


85


107


25%


51%


23%


153


309


139


41%


19%


40%


238


113


233


48%


52%


293


311


Granite State Poll, Winter 2019 Demographics







Strongly Support
Somewhat
Support Neutral


Somewhat
Oppose Strongly Oppose


Don't Know/Not
Sure


February 2013


April 2013


October 2013


February 2014


April 2014


October 2014


May 2015


July 2015


February 2016


August 2016


May 2017


February 2019 1%


1%


2%


2%


2%


3%


2%


2%


2%


1%


1%


1%


18%


19%


22%


19%


24%


27%


25%


29%


24%


30%


35%


37%


9%


8%


10%


11%


11%


9%


10%


9%


14%


11%


7%


8%


4%


4%


5%


6%


3%


6%


5%


6%


8%


7%


6%


6%


18%


19%


22%


21%


15%


17%


25%


16%


18%


15%


18%


17%


50%


49%


39%


41%


45%


37%


34%


39%


35%


36%


32%


31%


N


603


517


528


686


529


566


536


510


566


602


506


580


Legalizaon of Marijuana for Recreaonal Use


On another topic, do you support of oppose legalizing the possession of small amounts of marijuana for personal recreaonal use in
New Hampshire similar to what other states have done?


Support Sale/Tax of Legal Marijuana at Licensed Retail Outlets


If small amounts of marijuana were legalized for personal use in New Hampshire, would you approve or disapprove of marijuana being
sold at licensed retail outlets and taxed at levels similar to alcohol or tobacco?


Strongly Approve
Somewhat
Approve Neutral


Somewhat
Disapprove


Strongly
Disapprove


Don't Know/Not
Sure


April 2014


October 2014


May 2015


May 2017


February 2019 1%


2%


3%


1%


1%


14%


17%


22%


19%


24%


3%


4%


7%


5%


6%


3%


2%


3%


2%


3%


22%


21%


18%


24%


17%


58%


53%


46%


48%


50%


N


604


518


564


540


508







Strongly
Support


Somewhat
Support Neutral


Somewhat
Oppose


Strongly
Oppose


Don't
Know/Not
Sure
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Legalizaon of Marijuana for Recreaonal Use


N


603


Registered to
Vote


Reg. Democrat


Registered Undeclared/Not Reg.


Reg. Republican


Party ID Democrat


Independent


Republican


Ideology Liberal


Moderate


Conservative


Media Usage Listen to Conserv. Radio


Listen to NHPR


Read Local Newspapers


Read Union Leader


Watch WMUR


Age of
Respondent


18 to 34


35 to 49


50 to 64


65 and older


Sex of
Respondent


Female


Male


Level of
Education


High school or less


Technical school/Some college


College graduate


Postgraduate work


Frequency
Attending
Relig. Services


Once a week or more


Once or twice a month


Few times a year


Never


2016
Presidential
Vote


Donald Trump


Hillary Clinton


Voted for Other


Did Not Vote


Gun Owner in
Household


Gun Owner


Not Gun Owner


Region of
State


Central / Lakes


Connecticut Valley


Manchester Area


Mass Border


North Country


Seacoast


Congressional
District


First Congressional District


Second Congressional District


2%


1%


34%


13%


12%


12%


9%


5%


4%


4%


3%


16%


16%


26%


33%


58%


52%


1%


1%


1%


30%


12%


10%


10%


8%


7%


3%


5%


5%


15%


14%


22%


41%


60%


56%


1%


0%


1%


36%


14%


3%


11%


9%


5%


2%


6%


3%


18%


16%


21%


33%


55%


66%


1%


0%


1%


23%


26%


12%


16%


36%


7%


7%


15%


3%


10%


5%


5%


5%


4%


5%


19%


22%


21%


16%


19%


45%


40%


46%


61%


29%


1%


1%


0%


1%


33%


26%


11%


6%


12%


9%


5%


9%


5%


5%


3%


3%


21%


21%


20%


9%


28%


38%


61%


72%


1%


1%


19%


18%


6%


11%


3%


4%


19%
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Strongly
Approve


Somewhat
Approve Neutral


Somewhat
Disapprove


Strongly
Disapprove


Don't
Know/Not
Sure


STATEWIDE 1%14%3%3%22%58%


Support Sale/Tax of Legal Marijuana at Licensed Retail Outlets


N


604


Registered to
Vote


Reg. Democrat


Registered Undeclared/Not Reg.


Reg. Republican


Party ID Democrat


Independent


Republican


Ideology Liberal


Moderate


Conservative


Media Usage Listen to Conserv. Radio


Listen to NHPR


Read Local Newspapers


Read Union Leader


Watch WMUR


Age of
Respondent


18 to 34


35 to 49


50 to 64


65 and older


Sex of
Respondent


Female


Male


Level of
Education


High school or less


Technical school/Some college


College graduate


Postgraduate work


Frequency
Attending
Relig. Services


Once a week or more


Once or twice a month


Few times a year


Never


2016
Presidential
Vote


Donald Trump


Hillary Clinton


Voted for Other


Did Not Vote


Gun Owner in
Household


Gun Owner


Not Gun Owner


Region of
State


Central / Lakes


Connecticut Valley


Manchester Area


Mass Border


North Country


Seacoast


Congressional
District


First Congressional District


Second Congressional District


1%


1%


0%


25%


10%


8%


3%


3%


4%


5%


2%


3%


21%


19%


28%


45%


65%


57%


0%


1%


0%


21%


13%


6%


3%
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16%


24%
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28%
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7%


3%


11%


3%


4%


6%


0%


2%


24%


19%


16%


21%


19%
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53%


66%


67%


39%


2%26%


19%


9%


3%


5%


3%


2%


2%


2%


4%


1%


3%


22%


23%


15%


25%


42%


51%
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66%


0%


1%
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14%


4%


3%


1%


5%


22%


22%


59%


56%
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0%
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12%
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3%


3%


3%


3%


3%


2%


4%


23%


21%


24%


18%


54%


61%


55%


62%


0%


1%


6%


17%


10%


29%
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31%
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143
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https://d279m997dpfwgl.cloudfront.net/wp/2020/01/Topline-2020-01-WBUR-NH-Dem-
Primary-WITH-DRUGS-3.pdf

Meanwhile, New Hampshire law continues to criminalize possession of small amounts of
certain drugs, which is at odds with public sentiment and creates a tense relationship between
the public (the majority of whom favor drug decriminalization) and law enforcement (who are
tasked with enforcing unpopular drug prohibition laws).

Additionally, while neighboring states have already created frameworks establishing the legal
sale of recreational cannabis, New Hampshire so far continues to criminalize recreational
cannabis sales. This again puts New Hampshire law in opposition to public sentiment, with
over 2/3 of New Hampshire residents supporting legal recreational cannabis sales.

https://scholars.unh.edu/survey_center_polls/554/

Given these facts, to help improve the relationship of law enforcement and the general public,
and to better align law enforcement priorities with public sentiment and emerging best
practices for dealing with issues related to drug abuse and the supply side of the market, I
support legislation that would fully decriminalize possession, production, and sales of all
drugs, and expunge the criminal records of those who have been convicted of non-violent drug
related crimes. I also support legislation that would use state funding previously budgeted for
enforcing drug prohibition to instead provide limited time direct cash disbursements as
reparations to the victims of drug prohibition, including the many people who have been
arrested, imprisoned, and weighed down by a criminal record for non-violent drug crimes.
This would help compensate for the many, often life-long costs associated with being arrested
and convicted of a non-violent drug crime.

I urge the Commission to study the issue of drug decriminalization closely. I have no doubt
that upon a careful examination of the facts you will reach the same or similar conclusions as I
have, and we can close the gap that currently exists between New Hampshire law and public
sentiment on drug policy.

John in Manchester, NH
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